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PROBLEMS on Contact have attracted the attention of geome 
ters from very early times. Euclid lias treated two of the 
simplest cases in his Elements of Geotnetry, viz., when the 
tangential circle has to pass through three given points, or 
touch three given lines. These answer to the general case 
when the three radii become zero and infinity respectively. 
Apollonius, of Perga, one of Euclid's disciples, so far as is 
known, was the first who composed a formal treatise on the 
subject. His work is said to have consisted of two books, 
both of which have unfortunately been lost. Pappus, of 
Alexandria, however, bus given an account of the contents of 
this treatise in the seventh book of his Mathematical Col 
lections ; and has preserved those Lemmas which were 
necessary for the demonstrations.

The account which Pappus gives of the nature of these 
problems led several able geometers to attempt their restora 
tion. This was accomplished with considerable success by 
Vieta, in his Apollonius Gallus; and some of his omissions 
were afterwards supplied by Ghetaldus. Fermat extended 
Vieta's methods by applying them to spherical contacts ; and 
bis treatise on Spherical Tangencies was translated and pub-
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lished by Lawson as a supplement to the second edition of 
his translation of the Apollonius Galias; and it was again 
reproduced in the appendix to the Lady's Diary for 1840. 
Camerer also published an edition of the Tangencies, in 
French, including the Lemmas from Pappus, but he added 
little to Vieta, beyond distinguishing the different cases of the 
several problems.

With the exception of a few isolated cases, as noticed in 
the following scholia, the general problem of contacts was 
permitted to rest until M. Hatchette made it the subject of a 
course of lectures in the Polytechnique School at Paris. A 
summary of his researches is contained in the second number 
of the Correspondance sur IE cole Poll/technique, of which 
j'ournal he was the editor, and the generality of his views is 
such that his reasonings apply whether the entities in contact 
be circles or spheres. The general problem, in piano, of 
describing a circle to touch three others attracted much atten 
tion ; and considerable advances were made towards its 
complete solution by Cauchy, Dandelin, Dupin, Francais, 
Poisson, Poncelet, and Gaul tier. It was reserved, however, 
for Gergonue to complete their labours, and give a method of 
constructing the twenty-four points of contact of the eight 
tangential circles, by one uniform and direct process, which 
has never since been excelled.

Mr. Swale's solutions of these problems of contact are in 
general very different from any which have as yet been pub 
lished ; and are therefore valuable for the sake of comparison. 
Several of the constructions bear evident tokens of his master 
hand. The manuscript from which they have been copied 
consisted of a few loose leaves only; and several of the 
demonstrations were wanting or imperfect. Most of these 
defects have been supplied, and the various scholia added 
with a view to illustrate some points in the historical bearings 
of the several propositions.
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PROPOSITION I.
To describe a circle through two given points to touch a 

right line given in position.
Construction.

Let A, B, (Fig. 1) be the given points, and CD, the given 
line. Produce BA to meet CD at P; make PB : PT : : 
PT : PA; and describe the required circle through the 
points A, B, T.

Demonstration.
Since the circle passes through A, B, T ; and PB. PA = 

PT1 ; the line PT obviously touches the circle at T; nnd it 
also passes through the given points A and B. Q. E. D.

Scholium.
This proposition forms Problem II in Vieta's Apollonius 

Gallus, and the Rev. John Lawson included it as Problem 
VII. of his translation of " The Two Books of Apollonius 
" Pergeeus concerning Tangencies," as restored by Vieta and 
Ghetaldus. The above construction is the same as that by 
Vieta, whose method has been followed by many modern 
geometers. Mr. Swale has also considered this problem in 
his Geometrical Amusements, page 15, where he shows that 
the Tangencies are intimately connected with the Section of 
Ratio as understood by the Ancients. He there makes the 
construction depend upon the following auxiliary problem, 
which we may term (A): " The point P, and the right lines 
" AC, BC, are given in position; to draw the right line PRL, 
"meeting AC, CB, at R, L, so that the segments AR, BL, 
" shall have a given ratio."

He then constructs the problem as follows (the diagrams 
are readily constructed) : " Let P, K, be the given points, 
" and BQ the given line. Join the points P, K ; draw KQ 
" perpendicular to BQ, the line given in position, also PB, 
" BR, perpendicular to PK, PB ; then, by the preceding 
" auxiliary problem, let PLR be drawn, making QL : BR : : 
" KQ : PB ; the point of contact is L."
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It is further remarked that the problem "is the same as:  
" To determine two lines, of which the rectangle and ratio are 
" given." Or : " To draw, from two given points, two lines 
" intersecting each other on a right line, given in position ; 
" and, with two other right lines, also given in position, making 
" angles, of which the sum, or the difference, shall be given."

Thomas Simpson, formerly Professor of Mathematics in 
the Royal Military Academy, Woolwich, has given two very 
elegant solutions to this problem. In his Geometry, Fryer's 
edition, 1821, page 240, he supposes A and B the given 
points, and CD the given line. " Draw AB, which bisect in 
" E, by the perpendicular EF meeting CD in F; from any 
" point H in EF draw HG perpendicular to CD ; and having 
" drawn BF, to the same apply HJ = HG; and parallel 
" thereto draw BK meeting BF in K; then from centre K 
" with the radius BK let a circle be described ; and the thing is 
" done." HJ may obviously have another position, as H t; 
then a parallel BA will give the centre of the second tangen 
tial circle, which equally solves the problem. The construc 
tion in his Algebra, page 355, edition 1826, is also very 
simple. He there supposes D and G to be the given points, 
and AB the given line; and then proceeds thus: "Draw 
" DG, and bisect the same by the perpendicular FC meeting 
" AB in C ; join C, D, and make FP perpendicular to AB. 
" From F to CD produced draw FS = FP ; make DH parallel 
" to FS, and from H with radius DH describe the circle HDQ; 
" and the thing is done."

Dr. Colenso, in his Geometrical Problems, No. 80, Book 
III, has given a solution of this problem somewhat different 
from any of the preceding. It is as follows: " Let A, B, 
" be the given points, and CE the given line; produce AB to 
" meet the given line in C ; on AC describe a circle, and draw, 
" to meet it, BD perpendicular to AC. In the given line take 
" CE = CD ; bisect AB in F, and draw EG, FG, perpen-
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" dicular to EC, AC ; and with centre G and radius GA = 
" GB, describe the circle required." This construction gives 
the centre G without making use of the property CA. CB = 
CE2 ; or formally describing a circle through the points 
A, B, E. The neatest solution, however, with which I am 
acquainted is contained in a memoir written by the late 
General Poncelet, when a prisouer of war at Saratoff, in 
1813. which has since been published in his Applications 
d'Analyse ct de Geometrie, Vol. I. pp. 41-2, Paris, 18G2. 
This able geometer describes any circle through the points 
A, B, (Fiff. 2), and it is then readily seen that AB produced 
is the radical axis to all circles passing through thejjtwo 
given points. He then produces AB to meet CE, the given 
line in p, and draws a tangent pi. to the auxiliary circle. If 
we now set off pm = pn = //!', both ways on the line CE, 
m and n are the points of contact of the two circles which 
answer the conditions of the problem.

Mr. Swale again gives two original constructions in the 
Liverpool Apollonius, pp. 40-1, as applications of his Memoir 
on Tanyencies. The first of these makes a very close 
approach* to that given by General Poncelet, but he does not 
notice that the length of the tangent gives the centres of the 
required circles when set off in opposite directions. He was 
not acquainted with radical axes, as such; but he deduces 
several properties of both these and the radical centre at the 
close of these solutions. This problem has also been solved 
analytically, both by ordinary algebra, and the method of co 
ordinates, in Newton's Arithmetica Unirersalis, p. 294, 
Wilder's edition, 17G9 ; and in M. Ritt's Problemes de Geo- 
m^trie, Paris, 1830, where Vieta's construction is deduced.

PROPOSITION II.
To describe a circle through a given point, to touch two 

right lines given in position.



Construction.
Let A be the given point (Fig. 3), PC, PD, the given 

lines intersecting at P. Draw AB perpendicular to the line 
hisecting the angle CPD ; und meeting; the given lines in 
C, D. Make CB = DA ; and also CA : CT : : CT : CB. 
Then the circle described through A, B, T, is that required.

Demonstration.
Draw PL bisecting the angle TPV. Then by construction 

CD is perpendicular to PL ; or the triangle CPD is isosceles, 
having CL = LD. But CB = AD, and BL = LA ; and 
therefore LP passes through the centre Q of the circle ABT. 
Now, since the points A, B, T, are in the circle, and CA. CB 
= CT2, the circle touches CP at T. Hence the circle ABT 
touches PC, and has its centre in the line PL bisecting the 
angle CPD ; and consequently also touches PD at the point 
V. Q. E.D.

Scholium.
This problem is the fourth of Vieta's restoration of Apol- 

lonius, and the eighth of Lawson's translation, Vieta pre 
mises a Lemma for the purpose of drawing through A a line 
to make equal angles with PD and PC. He then makes LA 
= LB, and describes a circle through A and B to touch PC 
or PD. This method is followed by Potts, Colenso,*Reynaud, 
and Catalan, the last of whom terms PL the axis of sym 
metry. Sir John Leslie's construction, given in his Geome 
trical Analysis, page 107, is almost identical with Mr. 
Swale's; and so is that given by McDowell in Art. 128 of 
his Exercises.

Professor Simpson solves the problem both in his Algebra 
and Geometry. There is only a slight variation in his 
solutions. His method has been adopted by Todhunter, 
Morton, and Lardner, who describes an auxiliary circle, and 
supplies an Analysis from which his construction follows. 
M. Gamier, in his Reciproques de la Geometric, pp. 128-9, 
gives both Vieta's and Simpson's solutions, the former with 
the requisite Lemma, but he does not refer either to Simpson's
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works or the Apollonius Gallus. Simpson's construction is 
given by Lawson as a second method, and is ns follows : 

" Let BC, BD, be the given lines meeting in B, nnd A the 
" given point. Join AB, and draw BN bisecting the given 
" angle DBC. From any point E in BN let fall the perpen- 
" dicular EF upon BC, and to BA apply EG = EF; parallel 
" to which draw A H meeting BN in H. Then from centre H 
" with interval AH let a circle be described; and the thing is 
" done."

Mr. Swale included this problem in his Geometrical 
Amusements, page 48, where he proves that the solution may 
be made to depend upon the following auxiliary problem :  
" The point P, and the right lines AK, AL, are given in 
" position ; to draw the right lines PQ, PR, including a given 
" angle, nnd cutting off segments KQ, Lll, from the lines AK, 
" AL, that shall have a given ratio." He then constructs the 
tangential problem thus : " Let P be the given point, VA, 
"VB, the given lines. Draw PA, PB, perpendicular to VA, 
" VB ; then by the auxiliary problem draw PT, PR, including 
" an angle equal half APB, and making VT = VR; the points 
" of contact are T, R." He also gives a second construction 
depending upon the auxiliary problem (A) which is worthy 
of transcription : " Draw PA, PB, as before ; also PV, PL, 
'  LH, making the angle VPL = £ APB, PL = PV, and the 
" angle PLH = PVA. Lastly, by problem (A) draw PRH, 
" so that VR = LH, a circle through P, to touch VB at R, 
" will be the one required."

But Mr. Swale's fertility of invention was not yet ex 
hausted, for, in the Apollunius, page 42, I find two other 
very elegant constructions depending upon the properties he 
had deduced in his paper on Tanyencies. They are as 
follows : 

I. " Let HE, HF, be the given lines, and M the given 
" point. Draw EMF, making HE = HF ; EN = FM ; the
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 ' radii AQ, AP, of any circle AMN, perpendicular to HE, 
'' HF ; the tangents ET, FV, meeting at D; then DA, TQ, 
" VP, will pass through B, K, L, the required centre and 
" points of contact."

II. " Draw HB bisecting the angle EHF, and MP parallel 
" thereto ; the tangent MT to the circle HP, determines B, in 
" HB, the centre of the required circle."

Four curious deductions are then drawn from the lines in 
the requisite diagrams, of which full proof may be found in 
the Essay on Tant/encies. It will be remarked that these 
constructions do not involve auxiliary problems more difficult 
than those they are required to assist in solving.

General Poncelet considered this problem during his capti 
vity, and his process is not only neat, but original. With 
him MN and mn (Fig. 4) are the given lines, and A the given 
point. He then considers MN and mn as two circles of infi 
nite radii, aud remarks that all tangential circles to these two 
lines will have their points of contact at an equal distance 
from their point of intersection K. Hence make KR = KR', 
and the line RR' may be considered as a secant passing 
through the point O situated at infinity. The line AO will 
therefore be parallel to RR'; and a circle through A, R, R' 
will cut AO in a second point B on the circumference sought. 
The problem is therefore reduced to drawing through A and 
B a circle to touch the right line MN, which is obviously 
Proposition I. Sir Isaac Newton points out how this problem 
follows from the preceding, and then gives a solution by 
ordinary algebra; and M. Ritt supplies three solutions by 
the method of co-ordinates.

PROPOSITION III.

To describe a circle to touch two right lines, and another 
circle, all given in position.
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Construction.
Let the given lines PT, PV, (Fig. 5) meet at P, and let A

be the centre of the given circle. From A draw AK perpen 
dicular to PT, meeting PG the bisector of the angle TPV 
at G. In the radius AI drawn parallel to PG take AC : 
AI : : PG : GK ; join CP, AL, meeting the given circle and 
PG at L, Q. , The circle from centre Q and radius QL is 
that required.

Demonstration. 
Draw QT perpendicular to PT. Then by construction

AI : : AC : AL : : PG : GK. But by parallels AC : 
PQ : QL; and therefore PG : GK : : PQ : QL. But

AC 
AL

GK : : PQ : QT, by parallels. Hence PQ : QL : : PQ 
: QT, and consequently QL = QT. The circle therefore 
evidently touches PT and the given circle AL; and since PQ 
bisects the angle TPV, the circle having its centre in PQ and 
touching PT will also touch PV. Q. E. D.

Otherwise.
Draw the radii AK, AG, (Fiy. 6), perpendicular to the 

given lines PT, PV ; draw KL, GL, to include an angle = 
half KAG, by Auxiliary Problem (B), meeting PT, PV, at 
T, V, and making PT = PV ; the required circle will pass 
through L, T, V.

Demonstration.
Draw TQ, VQ, parallel to KA, GA, meeting each other at 

Q, and join AL, QL, TV, GK. By construction PT = PV, 
and the angle PTQ = PVQ = right angle; ur QT = QV, 
and therefore the circle touches PT, PV, at T and V. Also 
since the angle KAG = 2KLG, the point L is obviously in 
the circumference of the circle KAG. But, by parallels, the 
angle LTQ = LKA, and from the isosceles triangles LQT, 
LAK, we have the angle LTQ = TLQ; and the angle 
LKA = KLA ; whence the angle TLQ = KLA, or ALQ is 
the same right line, and consequently, the circle through 
T, V, L, is that required. Q. E. D.

Scholium.
Mr. Swale's second construction is the same as that given 

in his Geometrical Amusements, pp. 52-3, and the process is 
made to depend on the following problem, which we may term
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(B) : "The points G, K, and the right lines PT, PV, are 
" given in position ; to draw GL, KL, to include a given angle, 
" and to cut off from PT, PV, the segments PT, PV, that shall 
" have a given ratio." This is Problem XVII of the Amuse- 
ments, and the ratio in this case is evidently one of equality. 
He also gives the following elegant constructions of Propo 
sition III in pages 43-4 of the Apollonius :  

I. " Draw, to the given circle, the tangents QD, ED, 
" parallsl to PE, PF, the lines given in position ; then DP, 
" QI, BI, determine the three points of contact, I, K, L;" 
where I is the intersection of DP with the circumference of 
the given circle.

II. " Let the radii AN, AM, be perpendicular to PE, PF ; 
" draw EF through M, N, and take MQ : QN : : MF : NE. 
" Then the tangent QI, and NI, MI, determine I, K, L, the 
" points of contact."

The proofs for both of these constructions readily follow 
from Mr. Swale's paper on Tangential Circles, previously 
cited.

Vieta's solution in the Apollonius Gallus, Problem V, forms 
Problem IX of Lavvson's translation, and is very simple. He 
draws two parallels to the given lines at a distance from them 
equal to the radius of the given circle. A circle to touch 
these parallels and pass through the centre A, by Prop. II, 
will evidently be concentric with the required circle, whose 
radius is the difference between the radii of these two circles. 
This method is adopted, almost without variation, by Leslie, 
Colenso, Potts, Todhuuter, McDowell, Morton, Gamier, 
Catalan, and Eeynaud. Mr. Morton points out the four 
solutions of the problem, and Catalan gives a neat analysis. 
Potts's solution is defective, (School Euclid, p. 382,) inas 
much as it requires the addition of the words " at an equal 
" distance from," in order to render his variation of Vieta's 
construction applicable to all cases. Thomas Simpson solves
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the problem both in his Algebra, Prob. 45, and in his 
Geometry, Prob. 44 ; the method of construction being the 
same in both places. BD and BC are the given lines, and 
AM the radius of the given circle. He then draws " PQ 
" parallel to BC, at the distance of the radius AM; and through 
" the point of concourse B of the given lines, draw NBP, 
" bisecting the angle CBD, and meeting PQ in P. From any 
" point E in PN, upon PQ, let fall the perpendicular EF ; and 
" from the same point to PA, apply EG = EF. Draw AH 
" parallel to EG, meeting the circumference of the given circle 
" in M, and PN in H. From centre H, with radius HM 
" describe a circle, and it will be the one required."

General Poncelet reduces the problem to that of describing 
a circle to pass through a given point and touch two right 
lines given in position ; but he gives no special construction. 
M. Ritt gives an elaborate solution by the method of co-ordi 
nates, and deduces constructions for the four circles which 
satisfy the required conditions. (See his Prollemes, pp. 
65-68.)

PROPOSITION IV.
To describe a circle through (wo yicen points to touch 

another circle given'in magnitude and position.

Construction.
Let AL be the radius of the given circle, (Fig. 7,) and 

C, D, the given points. Draw AK perpendicular to DC ; 
take KR equal the tangent drawn to the given circle from K ; 
and join RC, RD. Make the angle CRP = CDR, and let 
PL touch the given circle at L ; the circle described through 
C, D, L, is that required.

Demonstration.
Join PA, LA ; then by construction KR3 = KA'   AL3 i; 

and consequently KR1 + KP3 = KA 3 + KP3   AL3 = PR3^, 
PL3. Whence PR = PL. But by similar triangles PD :-$R 
: : PR : PC ; or PD.PC = PR2 = PL3. Consequently 'PL

02
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touches the circle passing through C, D, at L. But PL is a 
tangent to the given circle at the same point L. Hence the 
circles touch each other at the same point. Q. E. D.

Otherwise, for external contact.
Draw, from C, D, the tangents CT, DV, to the given 

circle. In CD take CR : RD : : CT : DV: draw the rndius 
AF perpendicular to CD ; join FR, cutting the circle in L, 
and describe the required circle through C, D, L.

Again, for internal contact.
Draw AK perpendicular to CD, bisecting CD at I ; CD 

meeting the circle at B. Make PK3   PF = BK*   CP; 
let PL touch the circle at L, and describe the required circle 
through C, D, L.

Generally, for all positions.

Construction.
Through the given points C, D (Fiff. 8), however posited, 

describe a circle to cut the given one in G, K; let CD, GK, 
meet at P ; draw the tangent PL to the given circle ; and the 
circle through C, D, L, is that required.

Demonstration.
The circle passes through C, D, by construction. Now PL 

is a tangent to the given circle at L ; whence PG.PK = PL'. 
But the points G, K, C, D, are in a circle ; and therefore PC. 
PD = PG.PK. Hence PC.PD = PL8 ; or PL is a tangent 
to the required circle at L. Consequently both circles touch 
PL at the same point L, and therefore touch each other at 
that point.

Scholium.
This proposition is the same as Problem VIII of Vieta's 

Afollonius Gallus, and forms Problem XII of Lawson's 
translation. Vieta, page 333 of his Opera, supposes B, D, 
to be the given points, and A the centre of the given circle. 
He then says : " Let D, B, be joined, as also A, B, which 
" produce to cut the given circle in I, K. Then take BH, a 
"fourth proportional to DB, BK, BI ; so that BD.BH = 
" BI.BK. From H let a tangent HF be drawn to the given 
" circle ; and BF be joined and cut the given circle again in G.
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"Draw DG, cutting the given circle again in E ; and lastly 
" draw the required circle through D, B, and G." (All the 
requisite diagrams are readily constructed.)

Sir John Leslie, in his Geometrical Analysis, pp. 108-9, 
follows this method; and so does Gamier, in pp. 145-6 of 
his Reciproyut-s. Vietu's solution is also included, in the dis 
cussion of n kindred problem from Dr. Simson's Opera 
Reliqua, in Leybourn's Ladies' Diaries, Vol. IV, p. 284. 
The most elegant method of construction, however, imme 
diately follows from the properties of Radical Axes, and the 
Radical Centre of the circles of contact. In the Monthly 
Review for October 1764, the problem is elegantly con 
structed as follows ; and it will be found to have a close 
affinity with the general method adopted by Mr. Swale.

" Let. A, B, be the given points, CED the given circle. 
" Take any point C' in this circle, and through the points 
" A, B, C', describe a circle to cut the given circle again in D'; 
"join C'D' meeting AB in F, and draw PE touching the given 
" circle in E ; then a circle through A, B, E, is evidently that 
" required."

The same method is adopted in the Mathematical Reposi 
tory, N.S., Vol.1, part 2, page 18. There are also three 
solutions in the Mathematical Companion for 1811: the 

Jirst construction involves the properties of Radical Axes ; 
the second is a variation of Vieta's method ; and the third is 
n modification of that followed by the Monthly Reviewer. 
The Mathematician, for 1 751, Problem 27, contains a com 
plicated construction by Mr. John Turner; and Hugo 
D'Omerique, in his Analysis Geometrica, Prop. 47, Book I, 
lias given an analysis from which Vieta's construction will 
readily flow.

The method of construction by means of the properties of 
radical axes has been followed with little or no variation by 
Lardner, Wright, Bland, Morton, Potts, Todhunter, McDowell,
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Mulcaby, Catalan, Compagnon, Reynaud, and Poncelet; the 
last of whom has considered the problem both in the Corre- 
spondance stir I'Ecole Poll/technique, and also in his Applica 
tions. Thomas Simpson's construction is both neat and 
simple. He supposes the given points to be A, B, and the 
given circle Qdb. He joins A, B, and bisects this line by the 
indefinite perpendicular DE. A point C is then found by 
Problem 15 of his Geometry, so that CO may exceed CA 
by the radius Od of the given circle. The late W. H. 
Wright gave an elegant construction of this subsidiary 
problem as Question 061 of the Educational Times, and I 
applied his method to Proposition IV, and several kindred 
problems in Questions GOO and 712 of the same journal.

Mr. Swale reconsidered the subject in pp. 44-5 of his 
Apollonius, and deduces the four following elegant construc 
tions from his Tangential Properties:  

I. " Let M, N, be the given points, and AI the radius of 
" the given circle. Draw the diameter PP perpendicular to 
" MN, also the tangents MT, NV; and take ME : EN :: MT 
" : NV; then PE determines I the point of contact."

IT. " Draw PP as above, meeting MN at D ; also PL 
" through P, M ; bisect MN at H, and take 2DH : ML :: MP 
" : MQ ; the tangent QI determines I."

III. " Draw the tangents MT, NV, and make MQ : QN : : 
" MT2 : NVJ ; the tangent QI determines I."

IV. " Describe a circle to diameter MN; bisect the com- 
" mon tangents EL, HK, at P, R ; and let UP meet MN at Q ; 
" the tangent QI determines I."

At the close of these constructions, Mr. Swale adds several 
properties of the requisite diagrams, which are now well 
known in the Theory of Radical Axes. In corollary (1) the 
line " given in position " is the radical axis of the two circles; 
the "given point" to which the lines tend in corollaries (2) 
and (3) is the radical centre of the system of circles con-
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cerned in the constructions. Newton indicates two solutions 
of the problem in his Arithmetica Universalis, pp. 29C-7; 
but M. Ritt contents himself by referring to a diagram from 
which he considers that a construction of the problem may be 
derived from mere inspection.

PROPOSITION V.
To describe a circle through a given point to touch a line 

given in position, and also another circle given in magnitude 
and position.

Construction.
Let (A) be the centre of the given circle; B the given 

point; PT the line given in position (Fig. 9), Describe a 
circle to touch the given one at R, and the line PT given by 
position at T ; draw the tangent RP meeting TP at P, and 
through the points B aud T describe a circle to touch the 
given one at L; and the thing is done.

Demonstration.
It is evident that the circle passes through B, and 

touches the given circle at L. Also, per tangents, PR = PT 
= PL; and as PL is a tangent at I,, by construction, its 
equal PT, the circle passing through T, must likewise bo a 
tangent at T. Q. E. D."

Otherwise.
Draw the diameter HK perpendicular to the line IT 

given in position (Fig. 10), meeting it at I. Join KB, and 
make KI : KB : : KP : KH. Then a circle through PB to 
touch (A) at L will be the one required.

Demonstration.
Draw KL meeting the line IT at T; also join AL, HL, 

QL, QB, QT ; the centre of the circle BPL being at Q. 
Then the circles touch each other at L, or ALQ is a straight 
line; also the required circle passes through B. But, by 
construction, Kl . KH = KB . KP ; and by similar triangles 
KI . KH = KT . KL; whence KB . KP = KT . KL ; and 
therefore the circle passes through T. Again, the triangles 
KAL, TQL, are isosceles; whence the angle ALK = AKL;
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and QLT = QTL. But ALK = QLT ; and consequently 
AKL = QTL ; whence QT is parallel to AK. Now AK is 
perpendicular to IT, by construction ; and hence QT is per 
pendicular to IT, or the circle touches IT at T. Q. E. D.

Scholium.

So far as I know, Mr. Swale's first construction is almost 
unique, and it affords a good illustration of the use of an 
auxiliary circle. In any case, this circle may be determined 
as follows: Draw any radius AR ; make RP perpendicular 
to AR meeting TP at P. Bisect the angle RPT by the line 
PX meeting RA produced in 0. Then RO is evidently the 
radius of the auxiliary circle. There are two other construc 
tions of Proposition V., in pp. 46-7 of the Apollonius, which 
are not unworthy of transcription : 

III. " Let M be the given point, AI the radius of the given 
" circle, and DK the line given in position. Draw the diameter 
" PH perpendicular to KD ; make PM : PD :: PH : PN ; also 
" ML = LN, and let LQ, AR, PR, be perpendicular to MP 
" and AP respectively ; then QR determines I."

IV. " Draw PH, and take N as in (III) ; let MT, N V, be 
" tangents to (A), and the radius Ap perpendicular to PM. 
" Then making ME : EN :: MT : NV, the line E/? determines 
" I."

These constructions are proved in the paper on " Tan- 
" gential Circles."

Mr. Swale's second construction is essentially the same as 
that given by Vieta in Problem VI of his Apollonius Gallus, 
 which forms Problem X of Lnwson's translation. This 
method is simple and elegant, and has been followed with 
little or no variation by Leslie, Bland, Morton, Potts, Tod- 
hunter, Colenso, Catalan, Gamier, Ileynaud, and a writer in 
the Mathematician, for 1751. McDowell, in his Exercises, 
pp. 120-2, draws BH and produces it to S, making BH : HS 
: : KH : HI. Then the two circles through P, B, and the
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two through P, S, touching IT, will give the four solutions of 
the problem. Poncelet, in Problem VI of his Applications, 
pp. 43-4, considers the line given in position as a circle of 
infinite radius, and from K he draws any secant Kill. Then 
a circle through B, H, I, determines the point P, as in Mr. 
Swale's first construction. He also remarks, that since the 
point H, of the perpendicular diameter will give two other 
circles, " le probleme est susceptible de quatre solutions dis- 
tinctes," as in McDowell's excellent construction. Simpson 
constructs the problem in his Geometry by a somewhat com 
plicated process. Newton's algebraical solution, Problem 46, 
pp. 298-9, appears to be unnecessarily laborious; but he 
deduces the construction for a circle touching two circles and 
a right line from his investigation; so that what is lost in 
brevity is gained by duality. M. Ritt merely indicates a 
construction by means of polars and radical axes, derived 
from the solution of the more general problem of finding a 
fourth circle which shall touch three others given in magni 
tude and position.

PROPOSITION VI.
To describe a circle, to touch a riff/it line given in position, 

and also two circles given in magnitude and position.

Construction.
Let A, B, be the centres of the given circles (Fig. 11), 

aud KN the line given in position. Draw from the centres 
A, B ; AK, BN, perpendicular to KN, meeting the circles at 
E, G, F, H. Determine the point T in the lino KN, by 
means of the auxiliary problem (G), such that Til* : TV* : : 
EK : FN; TR and TV being tangents to the given circles. 
Join TF meeting the circle BF at I; draw El and make El 
: EK : : EG : EP. Then the circle through 1, P, to touch 
the circle AE at L will be the one required. 

Demonstration.
- The circles AE, IPL, touch at L, and therefore AQ will 
pass through L. Join EL meeting KN at T ; then El . EP



= EK . EG; and by similar triangles ET.EL = EK.EG; 
or El . EP = ET .EL; and therefore T is a point in the 
circumference of the circle IPL. Join QT ; then E A = AL; 
and TQ = QL; and also the angle ELA = LEA = TLQ 
  LTQ. Hence QT is parallel to AE, and therefore per 
pendicular to KN; consequently the circle ILT touches KN 
at T. Again, join QI, BI, and, by construction, TIT : TV : : 
EK : FN TE : TL : : TF : TI. But, by similar triangles, 
EK : FN ET . EL . FB : FT . FI . EA. Whence IT . EL 
:LT.FI EA : FB. But EL : LT : : EA : TQ ; and IT . 
EL : LT . FI : : EA . IT : : TQ . FI : EA . FB. Conse 
quently FB : TQ : : F.I : IT : : BI : IQ; or BIQ is a con 
tinued right line. Hence the circles QI, BI, touch each 
other at I. Q. E. D.

Scholium.
The auxiliary problem alluded to in the above construction 

is that of havjng "given two circles (A) and (B) ; to find 
tho point T, such that the tangents TR, TV, drawn to the 
given circles shall obtain a given ratio " (C). This forms 
Proposition III, p. 70, of my paper " On Circles of Tan- 
" gential Ratio," in the Appendix to the Lady's and Gentle 
man's Diary for 1855. Its solution is readily effected by 
dividing the direct and inverse common tangents to the given 
circles in the given ratio ; and the intersection of a circle 
through these points of division with the line given in posi 
tion determines T as required. There are two other solutions 
of Prop. VI in pp. 47-8, of the Apnllonius, the requisite 
diagrams for which may be readily sketched : 

I. Let AI, BK, be the radii of the given circles, MQ the 
right line given in position. "Draw tangents LP, Ij), parallel 
" to MQ ; also P/7, to the circles, and to QM at H, //, N. 
" Apply to each other PR, />R, mean proportionals to PN, 
" PH ; and />N, ph. Draw RQ, AL, perpendicular to P/>; 
" then LQ, PI, M/?, determine I, M, K, the points of contact."

II. " Determine R, as in (I), and draw NR. Take MN = 
" NR; draw MI, MK, through P, p: the points of contact 
" are I, K, M."
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Reference for proofs is made to various sections of the 
paper on Tangencies.

This proposition is Problem VII of Vieta's Apnllonius 
Gallus, and it also forms Problem XI of Lawson's Transla 
tion, who has added the case of external and internal contact 
which Vieta had omitted. Vieta supposes A and B to be the 
centres of the given circles, and CZ the given right line. He 
then draws " from the centre of the less circle (B) the line 
" BZ perpendicular to CZ, and in BZ, produced if necessary, 
" take ZX = AL, the radius of the other circle. Through 
" X let XH be drawn parallel to CZ, and with centre B and 
" radius BG, equal to the difference, or sum, of the radii of 
" the two given circles, let a circle be described. Then a circle 
" touching this, passing through A, and also touching XH 
" will be concentric with the one required."

This mode of construction is more simple than that 
adopted by Mr. Swale, and has been followed by Newton, 
Simpson, Bland, Morion, Reynaud, Gamier, Catalan, Pon- 
celet, Colenso, Potts, McDowell, and Todhunter. Meyer 
Birsch has given a neat algebraical solution in his Geometry, 
page 248, as translated by Wright, London, 1827.

PROPOSITION VII.

LEMMA. To draw through a given point T, a right line 
TNK, such, that drawing the diameters EG, FH, of two 
circles, given in magnitude and position, perpendicular to 
TNK, meeting it at K, N, the ratio EK : FN ; or GK : HN 
shall be given.

Analysis.
Suppose it done : draw AB, EF, intersecting at M, and 

the latter cutting KT at D. Let DI, (fig. 12.) drawn per 
pendicular to DT meet AM at I, and join IT. Since the 
ratios DE : DF : : EK : FN ; and ME: MF ::EA: FB, are 
given ones ; the ratio DE : EF, and also ME : EF will be
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given. Hence the ratio DE : EM; or DM : ME is given. 
But DM : ME : : DI : EA ; and therefore DI is given. 
Again, AB : AI : : EF : ED a given ratio, and consequently 
DI is given. Again, AB : AI : : EF : ED is also a given 
ratio, and AB is given in length and position. The point I is 
therefore given in position. To centre I, and radius ID, 
describe a circle ; and since this circle is given in magnitude 
and position, the line TD, which touches the circle at D is 
also given by position. Hence the following : 

Construction.
Let the line joining the centres A and B of the given circles 

meet them at L and C. Make AI : IB equal the given ratio ; 
and AM : MB : : AL : BC. To centre 1 and radius ID, 
equal a fourth proportional to MA, AL, MI, describe a circle, 
and draw the line TNK to touch it. This is the line required ; 
as is evident from the Analysis. Two such lines may be 
drawn, since D may be on the upper, or under side of the 
circle ID.

PROPOSITION VIII.

To describe a circle, through a given point, to touch two 
other circles, given in magnitude and position.

First Construction.
Let A, B, be the centres of the given circles, C the given 

point. (Fig. 13.) Join A, B, and produce it to K, making 
AK : BK : : AX : BY, the radii of the given circles. In KG 
produced take KC.KM = KY.KX ; then a circle through 
the points C, M, to touch the circle (A) will be that required. 
The demonstration is sufficiently obvious.

Second Construction.
Let A, B, be the centres of the given circles, T the given 

point. (Fiff. 11.) Draw from T, to the given circles, the 
tangents TR, TV ; and also TNK through T, by Proposi 
tion VII, making EK : FN : : TR' : TV. Join TF, TE. 
cutting the circles in I and L :  then a circle through I, T, L, 
will be that required.

Demonstration.
Join LI, which produce to meet the circles in C, D :   

draw ED, FC ; and through F draw GO parallel to KN
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meeting ET in O ; and draw OQ parallel to EK. Now, by 
construction, EK : FN : : TR' : TV : : ET.TL : TO.TL. 
Hence FT.TI = TO.TL ; and therefore the triangles OTF 
and TLI are equiangular. But since OG is a tangent at F, 
the angle OFT = TLI = FCI ; and the triangles FIC and 
TLI are also equiangular. Again, draw the tangent m~En ;  
and the angle TOF = TIL = OEw = EDL. Whence the 
three triangles DEL, TLI, IFC, are equiangular ; and there 
fore the circle through T, L, I, touches the circles (A), (B), 
in L and L Q. E. D.

Scholium.
The first construction is a simplification of that given by 

Vieta as Problem IX of his Apollonian Gallus, which forms 
Problem XIII of Lawson's translation. By means of the 
external, or internal, centre of similitude of the two given 
circles, a second point is determined through which the re 
quired circle must pass, and thus the problem is reduced to 
that of drawing a circle through two given points to touch a 
given circle. This method has been followed by Leslie, 
Wright, Morton, Golenso, Potts, Todhunter, Mulcahy, 
McDowell, and Reynaud. Catalan finds M, by means of a 
circle through C, X, Y. Poncelet draws any secant through 
K cutting both circles, and thus finds three points through 
which his auxiliary circle passes. His construction in the 
Applications is almost identical with the one he gave in the 
Correspondance Polytechnique, pp. 271-3, Vol. II; and 
M. Cauchy gave a somewhat different construction in Vol. I t 
p. 194, of the same journal. M. Hatchette, the editor, terms 
this solution very elegant, but it has since been much simpli 
fied. Gamier, in his Hecijwoques, gives both Vieta's and 
Cauchy's constructions, and Housel, in his Geom. Super. 
deduces a solution from the more general case of a fourth 
circle touching three others. This is also the method adopted 
by M. Bitt.

Simpson's solution, as given in his Geometry, Problem 48, 
page 246, is not an elegant one ; but he gains in brevity of
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demonstration what he loses by prolixity in construction. 
Newton has also a complicated analysis in Problem 47 of his 
Arilltmetica Universalis, where he deduces not only Vieta's 
method of construction, but also a construction of the more 
general problem previously noticed. The Mathematical 
Companion, for 1811, contains two solutions, both of which 
involve variations of Vieta's method by means of Radical 
Axes and Centres of Similitude, and reduce the problem to 
that of drawing a circle through two points to touch a given 
circle. The second process is by Mr. Swale, who reconsidered 
this problem in his Apollonius, pp. 48-0, and gave the two 
following methods of construction ; the demonstrations of 
which are contained in his paper " On Tangential Circles."

I. " Let M be the given point; AI, BK, the radii of the 
" two given circles. Draw the tangents MT, MV, and join 
" M, B. Take MB : MS : : BV : Se : : MT': MV; and let 
" PC touch the circles AP, Se : then MP, Me, determine I, 
" K, the points of contact."

II. " Draw tangents MT, MV ; and in AB take AR : RB 
" : : MT' : MV; and AL : LB : : AT : BV. Let MN (ouch 
" the circle RN, making LB : LR : : BV : RN ; then NL 
" determines p, P : and MP, M/?, determine I and K."

Dr. Robert Simson, in his Opera Reliqua, pp. 20-23, 
Appendix, by a masterly analysis reduces the problem to that 
of describing a circle through three given points. His con 
struction also requires the Lemmas which Pappus, in his 
Mathematical Collections, pp. 220-231, (Commandine's 
edition, 1589,) says are requisite for the construction given by 
Apollonius himself. This may therefore be considered as a 
more accurate restoration than that by Vieta. He supposes 
A, B, the centres of the given circles, (Fig. 13,) and C the 
given point. The external centre of similitude, K, is then 
found, and the point M upon KG determined by making 
KG . KA = KB . KM. From M and C the lines ML, CL,
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are inflected, by Prop. 117, Book VII, Pappus, to the point 
L in the circumference of (A), so that the intersections G aud 
E shall be in directum with K. Then a circle through the 
points C, F, E, will be that required, ns is obvious from what 
precedes. Wright, in his Solutions to Cambridge Problems, 
pp. 8-9, gives a second construction to this proposition, 
very nearly identical with that given by M. Poncelet in the 
CorresjjoH dance. The demonstration to the second construc 
tion is due to Mr. John Davis, of Clonakilty, Ireland.

PROPOSITION IX.
To describe a circle to touch three circles anyhow given in 

magnitude and position.

First Construction.
Let A, B, C, (Fiff. M), be the centres of the three 

given circles, L, M, N ; and suppose that they are not all 
equal, and that L is not greater than M or N. With centre 
B, and radius equal to the difference of the radii of M and L, 
describe a circle ; and with centre C, and radius equal to the 
difference of the radii of L and N describe another circle. 
Describe a circle through A to touch these latter circles in G 
and H, and its centre 0 will be that of the circle required. 
The demonstration is obvious.

Second Construction.
Let K be the radical centre of the three given circles 

(Fiff. 15), and LN one of the four axes of similitude. Find 
Q, R, S, the poles of LN with respect to euch of the three 
circles ; join KQ, KR, KS, meeting the circles in A and D, 
B and E, C and F, respectively. The circles through the 
points D, E, F ; and A, B, C, will touch the three given 
circles. In the same manner, by means of the other three 
axes of similitude, three other pairs of circles can be de 
scribed touching the given circles. For LN is the radical 
axis of the two circles ABC, DEF, and also an axis of simili 
tude of the three given circles. K is also the radical centre 
of these three circles; and therefore the poles of LN with 
respect to the three given circles lie on the three chords of 
contact at Q, B, S.
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Scholium.
Mr. Swale, in the Apollonms, pp. 51-55, after giving four 

methods of construction for the case when the circles touch 
each other, observes, that "the analytical demonstration" 
given by Alexander Anderson, in his Variorum Problematutn 
Practice, is defective. He then adds the two following 
methods of construction " when the given circles are anyhow 
" posited " : 

I. " Let A, B, 0, be the centres, and AM, BN, CV, the 
" radii of the given circles. In AB and AC produced take 
" AP : PB :: AM : BM ; also AQ : QC : : AN : CN ; and let 
" AP, AQ, meet the circles A, B, C at H, R; h, r; take Tl, 
" Q«, mean proportionals to PH, P/i, and QR, Qr. Let tha 
" circles PI, Qn, intersect at M, N, and describe a circle with 
" its centre in MN touching the circles B and C. This is the 
" circle required."

II. " Determine the position of MN as in (1) ; draw BM 
" perpendicular to MN ; take ME = MB ; rn = BA ; and let 
" D be the centre of the circle passing through B, E, and 
" touching the circle on Gn. Then DC, DB, PK, determine 
"L,K,I."

The demonstrations follow from what is given in the paper 
on "Tangential Circles." Mr. Swale gives several corol 
laries to his constructions which fully prove that he was well 
acquainted with both radical axes and axes of similitudes 
under other names. His third deduction defines the external 
axis of similitude of (A), (B), (C) ; and his fourth the radical 
axis upon which is situated the centre of the circle of contact. 
The first construction (page 47) is the same in principle as 
that given by Vieta as Problem X of his Apollonius Galltis, 
and forms Problem XIV of Lawson's translation. This 
method has been followed by Newton, Leslie, Morton, 
Colenso, Cresswell, Todhunter, McDowell, Wright, Eeynaud, 
Lame, Catalan, and several others. Hirsch, in his Geometry,
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gives an algebraical solution; aud the late Professor Hearn 
not only gave a curious relation amongst the radii of the 
eight circles which solve the problem, in Vol. I, p. 228, of 
the Mathematician, but he included this, and several kindred 
problems, in pp. 27-31 of his treatise On Curves of the 
Second Order:. Sir Isaac Newton again solves the problem 
by means of the intersection of two hyperbolas in Lemma 
XVI, Book I. of the Principia; and there is a similar inves 
tigation in 1'Hospital's Conic Sections, Book X. Simpson 
also has a solution on similar principles in his Select Exer 
cises, where the geometrical construction is deduced from an 
algebraical investigation. There are two algebraical solutions 
in the Lady's Diary for 1732-3, by Messrs. Turner and 
Lovatt; one by trigonometry in the Appendix to Leybourn's 
Diaries; and another by M. Binet in Tome X of the 
Journal Poll/technique. Carnot indicates n solution in page 
190 of his Geometrie de Position; and extends it to circles on 
the sphere in page 415 of the same work. Puissant, in his 
Problemes, gives two solutions one algebraical and the other 
geometrical after the manner of Gergonne.

M. Gergonne first gave his method of construction in a 
memoir which he presented to the Academy of Turin in 1814; 
and an extract from this is contained in Tome IV, pp. 349- 
359, of his own Annales des Mathematiques. In Tome VII 
of the same journal, pp. 289-303, he gives a more extended 
account of the co-ordinate analysis by which he had been 
conducted to his elegant construction of all the points of 
contact. The superiority of this method soon attracted the 
attention of geometers, and led to many re-investigations, 
and some modifications of the general process. The second 
construction given above is identical with that by Gergonne, 
and is extracted from Art. 254 of McDowell's excellent 
volume of Exercises. Gaultier de Tours, in the Journal 
Pali/technique, for 1813, made a near approach to this method,

£
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but he failed to deduce the relation between the radical centres 
and the poles of the axes of similitude. Durrande, in Tome 
XI of the Annales, gives a lengthy paper on the contacts of 
circles, in the course of which he deduces Gergonne's con 
struction from geometrical considerations alone, and adds 
another elegant method for constructing the same problem. 
Poncelet, in the same volume of the Annales, gives an inves 
tigation by means of the properties of similitude, and deduces 
a very elegant construction, which is nearly the same as 
that contained in his Applications, from a memoir begun at 
Saratoff when a prisoner of war. His first solution in the 
work just mentioned involves the properties of radical axes; 
and by continually reducing the general problem to simpler 
cases, he deduces a very elegant construction. In his second 
solution he reduces one of the circles to a point, as in Vieta's 
method, and, lastly, finds that the problem depends upon 
describing a circle through two given points to touch a given 
circle. Steiner considered this problem of contact in Crelle's 
Journal; and an abstract of his essay is reproduced, with 
notes, in Tome XVIII of Gergonne's Annales. His analysis 
leads directly to the construction given by the editor. 
Plucker, in Tome XVIII of the same journal, gives a 
lengthy co-ordinate investigation, from which he deduces 
three modes of constructing the tangential circles, one of 
which is again identical with that by Gergonne. He adds 
constructions for several of the particular cases which arise 
from considering one or more of the radii to become equal to 
zero, or to infinity. Bobillier, in his Geometrie, somewhat 
simplifies the geometrical analysis; and both this and Ger 
gonne's construction are adopted by Catalan in his edition of 
La Fremoire's Theoremes et Problemes, Paris, 1852.

M. Mention gives several relations amongst the radii, in 
Tome XVIII of Terquem's Nouvelles Annales ; and M.Bauer, 
in Tome XIX, obtains the same and other relations by means
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of Determinants. Mannheim, as well as MM. Serret and 
Stephan, in Tomes XII, also in II and V, N.S., give neat inves 
tigations of the same problem. A very remarkable paper by 
M. Barbier occurs in Tome IV, pp. 313-318, N.S., where 
he shews that the general problem may be reduced to that of 
inscribing a triangle in a given circle so that its sides may 
pass through three given points in the same right line. He 
adds an elegant construction by means of the properties of 
the centres of similitude. M. Ritt has given an elegant in 
vestigation by means of co-ordinates, from  which Gergonne's 
construction readily follows. There is also a very clear and 
concise co-ordinate solution in pp. 114-118 of Dr. Salmon's 
Conies ; and in which the advantage of searching for the 
determination of the points of contact is distinctly pointed 
out. The purely geometrical analysis is then added ; which 
has been followed almost literally by Housel, Chasles, Mul- 
cahy, Townsend, Hart, and Casey ; the last of whom has 
given a series of curious relations amongst the eight circles 
of contact in Vol. V, pp. 318 322, of the Quarterly Journal 
of Mathematics.

It may not be uninteresting to note how all the particular 
cases may be derived from Proposition IX.

1. When the radii of the three given circles become zero, 
we have Euclid IV, 5.

2. When all the radii become infinity, we derive Euclid IV, 4.
3. If two of the radii become zero, and the third infinity, 

we have two points and a right line, or Proposition I.
4. When one of the radii becomes zero, and the other two 

infinity, we have one point and two right lines, or 
Proposition II.

5. When two of the radii become infinity we have Propo 
sition III, since there are then two right lines and one 
circle.

E2
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6. If two of the radii become zero, we have then two points 
and one circle, or Proposition IV.

7. When one radius becomes zero, and another infinity, we 
have Proposition V.

8. If only one radius becomes infinity, we have Prop. VI.
9. When one radius becomes zero, we have two circles and 

one point, which answer to Proposition VIII; and 
so on for any other variations of the data.

The Ancients usually commenced with the most simple 
cases and gradually worked up to the more complicated by a 
series of easy and natural steps. The Moderns mostly adopt 
the reverse process and deduce all the particular cases from a 
discussion of the most general. Apollonius, Vieta, and 
Swale may be cited in illustration of the first method ; and 
the second mode of procedure might be abundantly exemplified 
from the writings of Monge, Poncelet, and Chasles.


